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Sex therapist addresses ca~pus
by Gregg Roulst
ff r
r
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, noted
psychosexual therapist, discussed
topics such as abortion, contraception and rape for two hours
Tuesday night at McConnell Auditorium to instruct people on how
to become sexually literate.
The petite sex therapist offered
advice and answered questions
from the more than 500 people at
McConnell Auditorium.
"I never get any kinky questions
because of the context that I speak
in," Westheimer, 65, said. "I'm an
old grandmotherly-type woman."
Westheimer is currently an adjunct professor at New York University and has twice been named
"College Lecturer of the Year."
She coined the phrase "sexual
literacy," which she says all people
should strive to have. She also has
headed up the campaign to encourage more people to engage in
safe sex by using condoms.
Westheimer, who helped generations of Americans say "penis"
without bursting out in laughter, is
the author of "Dr. Ruth's Guide to
Good Sex," "Dr. Ruth Talks to
Kids" and eight-other books. She
is also coming out with "Dr. Ruth's
ncyclopedia of Sex."
Since 1980, she has hosted
"Sexually Speaking," an hour-long
nationally syndicated call-in radio
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Doctor has lived
rich, diverse life

by David Scott Seay
Staff reporter
Dr. Ruth Westheimer-author,
columnist, radio announcer, sex
therapist, associate professor and
Israeli freedom fighter-visited
Central Tuesday night.
Westheimer was born in Germany in 1928. The rest of her
family was killed at Auschwitz
concentration camp during world
War II and she was sent to an
orphanage in Switzerland.
In 1948, she moved to Israel and
joinedthelsraeliarmy, where both
of her legs were wounded when a
mortar shell exploded near her. Westheimer then moved to Paris
and
studied psychology at
Ken Pinnell/The Ob~erver
Sorbonne University.
Tom Borland and Annmarie Klatt assisted Dr. Ruth Westheimer Tuesday night by reading
In 1956, she came to the United
questions for her far-ranging lecture and question/answer session dealing with the need
States.
She received her master's
for sexual literacy.
·
degree in sociology from the
sow.
sexual ectucatIOn and not scare tech- one tell you to be sexually active. graduate faculty of the New School
''This is 1994-some people be- niques."
I'm all for people who want to of Social Research and received
lieve strange things," Westheimer
Audience members asked choose abstinence," Westheimer her doctorate in education in the
said. "We can bring a man to the Westheimer questions including the said.
interdisciplinary study of family
moon and back, but we can't find proper use of vibrators, the need for
"Do it when you want to, and from Columbia University
a perfect contraceptive. This is be- female breasts and how a man can don' t do it when you've had too Teacher's College.
_
cause of sexual illiteracy."
sexually please a woman more ef- much to drink,'' she said.
Westheimer lectures on college
Westheimer has attempted to edu- fectively. Most questions asked
Westheimer told people not to al- campuses to help others because
cate the public about AIDS. She by students started with, "My friend low sex to get old.
she believes most problems can be
still maintains a private practice has this problem ..."
"Lovemaking can get boring," she . solved by education, she said.
Though she encourages sexual lit- said. "Put some variety in it. Get rid
and spends eight hours per week
"If I prevent one unwanted pregeracy, she does not encourage ev- of the kids, check into the motel."
seeing patients.
nancy, stop one sexually transmit"Anything two consenting adults ted disease or educate one person
"I don't want to see sex clinics eryone to have sex.
"Some people come from differ- do in the privacy of their home is
fn the high school," Westheimer
then what I am doing is worthsaid. "I think we need to have ent backgrounds, so don't let any- OK," Westheimer said
while," she said.

University organization to integrate
English courses with other subjects
by Matthew Burke
Staff reporter
Speaking and Writing Across the
Curriculum, a new university organization, isattempting toredraft all
required English courses to teach
students more than just writing.
SWAC, under the direction of
Judith Kleck, assistant professor of
English, is encouraging instructors
ofEnglish 101and301 to join with
professors from different academic
departments to develop integrated
classes.
Course integration, or course linking, ·allows a professor teaching
either English 101 or English 301
to voluntarily work with a professor of another department in designing a course in which one subject is taught while, in the adjoining
English class, papers are assigned
dealing directly with that material.
Kleck said she thinks course linking is the best and most practical
idea on the table, and in the future
she hopes to offer methods so every department on campus can benefit by improving re8earch and writing skills.
~'There has been a lot of discus-

sion about ways of incorporating
writing into classes within other
disciplines, especially at the higher
level," Kleck said.
That talk has become action. So
far, four English classes have been
linked with sociology, anthropology, art and education classes.
Fall quarter 1993, Bobby
Cummings, professor of English,
worked with William Smith, proCessor of anthropology, in designing a course link between English
101 and Anthropology 120 (Aichaeology).
Cummings, who has also linked
an English 101 course with Ethnic
Studies 101~ had to study archaeology along with her comp{>sition
students in order to assist them with
their essays.
The course was a learning experience for both professor and student, she said.
"I am convinced this is the way to
teach . freshman composition
courses," Cummings said. "I would
like to see it proliferate."
Cummings and Smith plan to offer the linked English and anthropology course again fall quarter
1994.

SWAC, with Kleck as coordinator, has based its efforts on a model
program currently in place at the
University of Washington.
The UniversityofWasington has
an exceptional interdisciplinary
writing program which includes
writing-intensive courses in every
department called 'W' classes,
Kleck said These courses focus on
the research and writing abilities
necessary for each {>articular field.
. The doctorate programs. which
are included in many departments
at the University of Washington,
are a vital part of the W-class curriculum, she said. Students enrolled
in the programs teach many of the
W classes in their departments.
"The University of Washington
has lots of money," Kleck said.
"It's a very different set up than we
havehere.Itwouldbehardtoapply
the University of Washington
model, to just smack it onto our
curriculum."
Rather than trying to institute intensive writing courses within eac)l
department, SWAC is focusing on
the course integration program.

See LINK/ page 2

Members of the campus community reflect on memories
of former Central president Donald Garrity, who died Feb.
3. A tree-planting ceremony was held in the Japanese
Garden Thursday afternoon after his memorial service.
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Failure to lock doors allows Link: students benefit
looters access to cars, rooms from extra planning
•Campus police officers have •Mondayafternoon,a ,21-year-old
seen an increase in the number of man was stopped on 18th Avenue.
vehicle prowls this_x,,_~. Steve When officers checked his car regRittereiser~ chief of Public Safety
istration in the computer, it was
and Police Services, said the most discovered to have expired a year
common target has been compact before, even though his tabs apdisc players and stereo systems.
peared to be current. He was tickThis week, there were two re- eted for having altered license plates
ported incidents of car prowls.
and failing to produce proof of
The first occurred Thursday liability insurance.
morning when a resident of
Hitchcock Hall discovered
their passenger-side car win- _
dow was shattered and their
stereo missing. Officers investigated the car parked in
the 1-15 lot and estimated the
loss at $400. Police do not
have a suspect, but the investigation is continuing.
The second prowl occurred
Friday afternoon in the library
parking lot. A person discovered
a gym bag inside their car had •Monday night, aman walked into
been opened, and several compact the Intramural Office at Nicholson
discs and tapes were removed from Pavilion. He told the woman workit. The doors were unlocked. Of- ing there he had just been -hit by a
ficers estimated the loss at $600. car. When the woman offered to
call the police, the man started
yelling,"No police!" and ran out•Two people were arrested by side. Officers arrived later but could
campus police officials this week find no trace_ofthe man. The woman
for driving while intoxicated.
described him as a white male 16Early Thursday morning, police 18 years old wearing a Georgetown
stopped.a 23-year-old man on a jacket. He also showed evidence of
traffic stop. The officer deter- injury to his arm and leg. ..
mined the man was intoxicated,
•Feb. 9, a man visiting a friend
and placed him under arrest.
in Muzzall Hall was the victim of
Saturday afternoon, a 24-year- theft. While showering on
old woman was stopped along D another floor, someone entered
Street and arrested for driving the room his clothes were in and
while intoxicated. Both people took $100 from his wallet. He
were transported to the Kittitas said the room was closed but
County Jail and booked.
unlocked.

Campus
Cops

· •Monday afternoon, a resident
of Short-Getz Apartments called
police because they had watched
two teenage boys setting up animal traps outside their door. Officers arrived, could not find the
boys, but confiscated 10 traps. Officers suspect the traps are stolen,
but an owner has not been identified.
•Also OI) Monday afternoon, a
resident of Brooklane Village
saw two boys standing near a car
in the laundry parking area. The
boys were holding a can of spray
- paint and proceeded to spray the
passenger window of a car. Officers arrived, contacted the juveniles and released them to their
parents. I uvenilecharges of thirddegree malicious mischief will
,be filed against them.
•Sunday morning, officers patrol-:
ling the I~ 15 parking lot noticed
advertisements stuck on the windows of several cars. After inspecting one of these, they determined the leaflets violated a city
soliciting ordinance. A Beck Hall
resident who was responsible for
the leaflets was contacted and informed of his violation.
•Last Wednesday, the stage manager of McConnell Auditorium
discovered an attempt to take an
amplifier from the auditorium.
The screws and face plate from
the amplifier were removed, but
the amplifier remained securely
locked. There was no sign of
forced entry.

From LINK/ page 1

The best scenario is when both
professors w0fik!t@gether to design
a synonymous curriculum while
assigning and grading papers together, Kleck said.
"There are wonderful results for
both the teachers and the students,"
shesaid. "Butittakesatremendous
amount of time and energy."
Christine Sutphin, professor of
English, agrees.
Sutphin and Andrea Bowman, associate professor of education,
are teaching a course which links
Education 301 with English 301.
They work together to provide the
kind of integrated curriculum described by Kleck.
This linked course, which fulfills
the academic requirements of both
English 301 and Education 301, is
taught in two-hour blocks three days
a week. Both professors work together in designing lectures, reading assignments, paper assignments
and in the grading of assignments.
"A lot of students have -gone
through classes where they learn
the skills first and then apply them
to their writing, rather than starting
with the writing and learning the
rules as they need them," Bowman
- said.
The two professors are taking a
different approach to teaching writing skills and education issues.
Their class focuses on student
workshops where students can compare ideas on education issues while
working through drafts of their papers on those issues.
Both professors plan to teach this
class again on a semi-annual basis

It's
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and expect to take on a complete
enrollment of 25 students in the
future, Sutphin said. Only 10 students are cWTently enrolled in the
integrated course. _
Teaching in this format is new to
both professors, and having a small
class gives each more time to coordinate efforts in designing the
course curriculum.
"One thing we're able to do with
this class that I'm not able to do
when I teach Education 301 by
myself is explore the issues and the
themes of the papers to a much
greater depth," she said.
But, in teaching a linked course,
time is and will continue to be a
major constraint, sh~ said.
"It's nice having a small group,"
Sutphin said. "I think we could do
it with a larger group but there
would be a lot more time invested
in paper grading." ·
The students in the class benefit
from the extra time invested by the
professors.
"We get a lot of individual attention," said Cindy Deck, a senior
majoring in art.
"There's the bonus of taking care
of both classes at once," Deck said.
"It's easier to write papers when
I'm enthused about what I'm getting into."
Sutphin agrees. "In my regular
composition courses, I let people
choose their own subjects · which
means I get all kinds of things,
some things rather local and some
things very global."
Allowing students to write on t9pics within their own discipline provides them the opportunity to focus
on what they'rereally interested in,
she said.
Kleck said the specialization of
writing skills is a primary goal of
SWAC.
"One of the nice things about
getting writing out of the English
department and into the disciplines
is students begin to see writing is
not something that happens just in
the English department," she said.
"It is a critical part of an educated
person's life."
This process of learning skills on
a need-to-know basis is being applied both in higher education and
at the K-12 level, she said. By applying this process in Bowman and
Sutphin' s linked course, education
students are mastering a technique
they can appJy as teachers.
"Everything we do has that dual
emph3Sis," Bowman said. "They're
learning, and they're learning to
help others."

-
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Psychology departmen~ ree~s in fis~ grai:it
State gives whopper of grant to study behavior of Chinook salmon in hatcherzes .
this survival rate is about 8 percent
"Hatchery people have jobs to do
and they do a mar-velaus job at it,"
DeVietti said. "The problem is the
fish don't survive once they are
thrown out into the wild."
In most Washington fish hatcheries, DeVietti said, salmon are reared
in long concrete holding tanks, or
"raceways," approximately 80 feet
long. They are fed daily by workers
who approach the side of the tanks
and throw pellets into the water.
DeVietti calls this form of feeding
"boarding-housestyle."Hehasseen
hatchery fish come racing to the
side of the tank to the worker feeding them.
''The fish know if they aren't there
then they won't get fed," DeVietti
said. "Why should they hide?"
The Leavenworth tank is different because plywood strips cover
How this fish was rais~d might have an affect on its survival In the wild. A team of
the tank and automatic feeders spoCentral
staff members Is currently researching this possibility In both the Psychology
radically "burp" pellets to the fish.
Building and at a fish hatchery In Leavenworth.
When people .approach now, the
fish hide.
it is just terrible, DeVietti said.
hatchery fish. Those participating cover to protect themselves, and
In the hatchery experiment, the
As a psychologist, DeVietti fo- in the study released the fish as often stop and rest on the stream
workers from Central will take four cuses on behavioral tendencies. If smolt into the upper Yakima River
floor.
samples from both the standard he isolates the conditions affect- and collected data as the fish travHatchery fish, on the other hand,
hatchery stock and the other groups ing how and when the wild fish . eled about 80 miles down the river.
remain high in the water, swim 24
(innovative treatment and regular develop survival behaviors, hatchLike hatchery-reared fish, the sur- hours a day, and never use cover.
hatchery stock) during April, June, eties could mimic thoseconditions, vival rate was very low as they
"That's the thing that jumps out at
August and October of 1994 and
he said
migrated down the river.
me," DeVietti said. "If you're high
run them through a behavioral proBut the hatchery fish are not surWhether the fertilized eggs were in the water column in clear sight of
file.
viving as well, and DeVietti has
wild or hatchery-produced was a predators, you' re dead."
The fish lab in the Psychology observed the behavior patterns of factor, DeVietti said.
During experiments in the lab, a
Building is an artificial stream for
the fish as very different
- "Basically, the environment a "threat stimuli," or artificial hawk,
evaluating fish behavior. The
"You've got two different geno- smolt is raised in will affect its is moved over the tank during feedstream is a tank 8 feet long, 2 feet
types," DeVietti said. "It's hatch- ability to survive in the wild."
ing periods.
wide and 2 feet tall.
ery stock versus wild stock, and
"It's like raising a puppy in a
The wild fish immediately find
The lab was created to measure it'stheirdifferentrearingenviron- Seattle apartment, then taking the
cover for up to 10 minutes. The
the differences between wild fish men ts. It's nature versus nurture, dog into the woods and leaving him
hatchery fish become very active
and hatchery fish by controlling genotype vers~ environment."
there," DeVietti said. "He's not for two to three seconds, then conwater current, temperature and · The basis of DeVietti's experi- · . going to make it home."
. tinue to feed, according to the restructure within the tank.
ments evolved from a study reReproducing conditions from a sults of DeVietti' s experiment
Through these experiments, cently conducted over a two-year wild fish ecosystem in hatcheries
"I've seen rayens and garter snakes
DeViettiandhiscolleagueshopeto period by the Yakima Indian Na- could produce a fish better suited
take hatchery smolts," DeVietti
answer two questions. First, does tion.
for release, DeVietti said.
said. "The smolts do not have a
the treatment produce a different
The study took fertilized wild
DeVietti has observed how wild clue.
behavior in the fish? Second, when Chinook eggs and reared them as fish remain low in the water, use
"Nature is tough on these fish."
is the fish's critical learning period?
With this new data DeVietti hopes
to have new ways to improve the
hatchery system.
"If you look at the data coming
out of the Columbia River system,

by Tim Yeadon
Staff reporter

Central' s psychology department
hasrecentlybeenawardedapproximately $67 ,000 by Central and the
State of Washington's W~ter Research Center to evaluate a new
hatchery program in Leavenworth.
A team of three people from Central, including Dr. Terry DeVietti,
professor of psychology, Jim
Thomson, designer and technician
of lab equipment and Dr. Paul
James, assistant professor of biology, is attempting to determine
behavioral differences between
wild Chinook Salmon and hatchery-bred salmon.
This team and several Central
graduate students will observe
salmon at the Icicle Creek Hatchery, which is own~ by the United
States Fish and Wildlife Department They will collect samples of
the fish and transport them to the
third floorof the Psychology Building for further research.
This project will attempt to determine why hatchery fish do not survive and are not able to spawn.
DeVietti said.
The program being implemented
at the hatchery is attempting to remove people from the feeding process, which DeVietti said is part of
the reason hatchery-bred fish do
not survive long in the wild.
An average of only 0.05 percent
of Chinook Salmon raised and released by hatcheries in the upper
Columbia River Basin return to
spawn, DeVietti said. That's only
five fish out of 10,000.
"You might as well flush them
down the toilet," DeVietti said.
Fish born in the wild return to
spawn at an average of about 3
percent (300 out of 10,000 Chinook Salmon), he said. He believes
this rate is tremendous, considering hatcheries have a 90 percent
survival rate from the time hatchery eggs hatch until they grow into
smolt, or mature fish. In the wild
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OBSERVANCE
Advantages of 'thr~e strikes'
out'.v~igh its disadvantages
Now that the "three strikes, you're out" law has had time to take
.effect in Washington, voters are beginning to realize the law they so
strongly supported will send some not-so-violent criminals to prison
for life.
In one case, a man faces his third "strike" for the holdup of a
sandwich shop for $151. He is accused of pretending to have a gun by
concealing a pointed finger inside his coat pocket. His first two strikes
were for robbery; neither involved a gun.
Other downfalls are suspects' increased resistance to arrest and
unwillingness to plea bargain in an attempt to avoid "strikes."
Nevertheless, the federal government estimates 6 percent of criminals commit 70 percent ·o f all crimes.
In Washington state alone, projections show the law will send
approximately 70 people to prison for life annually.
Considering all the violent crimes reported on television news, and
the vast majority of crimes which never even make headlinesalthough not all of them are violent-the "three strikes, you're out"
law is a way to removy the threat of violence from the everyday
pressures of societal living.
If our society is free from worry about violence, if people are free
from worry about surviving day to day without being a victim of
violence, society is then free to concentrate on solutions to other
problems. An enormous amount of energy and enthusiasm would be
available to channel to other causes.
Our justice system prior to "three strikes, you're out" was designed
to keep criminals off the streets and out of mainstream society:
Considering the amount of public support for a law which takes a
tougher stance, it obviously didn't do its job.
"Three strikes, you're out" was designed to take up the slack in the
justice system. It was designed to send people to prison who, as
determined by their violent criminal records, deserved to be there.
More than that, it was designed to keep them there-for life.
Granted, some people will fall through the sy's tem' s cracks under this
new law, just as they did before it was in effect, and granted, some
people whom voters did not intend to punish when this law was passed
will be punished. But it's not as if no one has been punished
undeservingly under the old system, either.
.
No law, because of its general nature, can contain a provision for
every circumstance.
"Three strikes, you're out" is not perfect, but it's better' than the
alternative.
·
Diane M. Schuirman

Beliefs ought to be shared
To the Editor:

Central, I have written numerous
research papers and have seldom
found statistics from different
sources to exactly match. Even assuming 28 percent is the only correct answer, one out of three is not
too misleading.
jenniferstates, "Symbolically protesting abortion can· have a negative impact on residents and Central students." Whenever I hear a
student advocate censorship, I am
shocked. To become free-thinking
individuals we should listen to all
viewpoints, not only the ones we
agree with.
At my church, we feel we have the
responsibility to share our beliefs
with others.
On the positive side, Jennifer is to
be commended because she had the
courage to ask gur pastor for our
viewpoint. I feel others should share
her courage.

This is in regards to Jennifer
Mutch's letter, ."Silence Encourages Illegal Protest."
I am a Central student and a member of Chestnut Street Baptist
Church.
Though I don't fully agree with
my church's beliefs about abortion, I feel we have a right to be
heard.
Our church members are only
human, and as humans, we make
mistakes. Due to our enthusiasm
about sharing our beliefs, we forgot to get the necessary sign permit.
I wonder if Jennifer would have
been so eager to point that out if we
had displayed a less controversial
issue or one she agreed with. ·
Nonetheless, we rectified our error when it was pointed out to us.
Another item I take issue with is
she implies our "one out of three" Michael D. Brown
statistic is inflated. As a student at student

LETTERS
Mr. Central contest offensive, infuriating
·To the Editor:
I speak for no other club or organization when I say I find the concept of the Mr. Central contest sponsored by the Residence Hall Council offensive. ·
It is an idea which should have
never left the meeting floor.
I ask all to think what would happen if this were instead a Ms. Central contest. Imagine the ramifications.
This paper would be flooded with
letters. RHC would receive phone
calls, be accused of being sexist

and a general uproar around campus would quickly quell any spark
of the idea.
Instead, this contest is veiled in
the shroud of being a male contest.
While I will say I know nothing
other than there is no swimsuit portion of this event, the concept in
itself infuriates me.
I cannot say enough how much of
a furor would be created if this was
a Ms. Central contest.
I don't care what this is about. If it
be about personality or looks or
mental ability, it does not matter.

If women want the equality ofnot
being compared by men, do not
compare men to each other.
Each individual is a unique entity
in himself. The Mr. Central contest
will create an atmosphere in the
residence halls which will destroy
someone's self-worth.
Is destroying that one person's
self-esteem worth the few days of
publicity the organization and the
"winner" will get?
Billy Wagner
student

Money real reason dietary request denied
To the Editor:
. During fall quarter, my roommate
and I were denied our request to
drop our housing meal plan by
Auxiliary Services Director Rob
Chrisler.
We made this request because we
are extremely health conscious and
work out religiously to reach our
goals of lower body fat percentage
and higher energy.
We felt very limited by the dining
hall and wished to cook healthy
meals for ourselves, which would
be quite easy in Quigley Hall.
Mr. Chrisler's reasons for the denial were lack of a serious medical
reason and Dining Services' belief
they could supply us with our needs.
Nowhere in the housing contract
does it state you must have a medical reason. Auxiliary Services
pulled that policy out of thin air.
Of course, Mr. Chrisler's retort is
that it may not be in the contract,
but neither is dropping the meal

plan because you don't like the
food.
:Dining Services dietitian Pam
Mahre, in a letter to Mr. Chrisler,
told him we were ignorant about
our dietary needs because we didn't
see her for help. ·
Well, I do know most half-way
decent entrees have between 30 to
50 grams of fat and even the low
calorie salad dressings have 12
grams of fat per serving. Good luck
being healthy on that.
As you can see, they don't give us
too much credit:
Since the director first made his
decision, we have asked that he
reconsider.
The contract says any student can
cancel their meal plan by obtaining
a director's exemption.
No contract should be based on an
exemption because Chrisler has
continued to use this to hide thereal
reason for his denial which we just
wish he had admitted in the first
place: MONEY!

Language offensive
To the Editor:
I was offended at the language I found in your Feb. 3
paper. As I was reading the ads, I noticed on the back
page a notice for students to buckle up. Unfortunately,
this warning was accompanied by a word I find very
offensive.
I agree sometimes people need to be reminded to
buckle up when driving, but also feel you could have
found a better way to express yourself.
I have found language is a good judge of character,
and will be cautious in the future as to whether I will
read or recommend your paper. Please keep in mind
there are many people who feel as I do and would
appreciate a paper which has clean language.
Elaine Fox

Attention students living on campus! You're being used for your
seemingly never-ending ·flow of
cash.
·
We could have forged a doctor's
note as others have done and been
done with it.
Unfortunately, we decided to conform to Chrisler' s wishes by receiving approval of our diet plan by
the director of the university's clinic
himself.
In return, we were treated condesc{!ndingly and none too seriously.
The only reason a mature, college-age student can cook for himself in the dorm, according the
Chrisler' sway of thinking, is if his
thyroid is about to blow up.
Otherwise, he or she probably has
too much cash in his bank account
which both Auxiliary and Dining
Services foel they need to help clear
out.
David Barrett
student
:<·":·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:·:·'.·"'.·:·:·:·:·······:. ··. . : ·.. ···:·:"···:·:·:···:···:···········:::..···:·:···:·:·:·········:·:··-·::::::::
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MORE LETTERS
Students dissatisfied with chosen speakers
To the Editor:
We find it contradicting the
ASCWU and Augmented Services
will invite speakers Ice-T and Dr.
Ruth WestheimertoCentral when a
task force is being formed to address violence on our campus (The
Observer, Feb. 3, 1994) and when
studies show high levels of STD' s
among Central students (The Observer, Jan. 27, 1994).
Central has a growing problem
with violence and promiscuous sex,
yet the ASCWU and Augmented
Services pour gasoline on the fire
by inviting two people who promote Central's problems.
We find Ice-T and Dr. Ruth to hold
views quite different from our own,

but at the same time we respect
them as talented people. Respecting
authority and w.a.itiDg to have intercourse until marriage are values that
can· only be a positive step for our
society.
Nevertheless, Ice-T's and Dr.
Ruth 's views which promote unlawful violence and promiscuous
sex, respectively, are not ideas we
think need to be promoted, nor do
many of our peers.
We feel our education, values and
views are not being ~ddressed
through guest speakers invited to
lecture at Central. We would like to
begin to see an effort toward balance in the selection of our campus
lecturers.

Speakers such as Colin Powell
and Dr. Josh McDowell would
begin to balance the scales. We
feel speakers like these would be
engaging and useful to more of the
student body. We again appeal to
the ASCWU and Augmented Service$ to invite speakers who support the above positive values.
Students and faculty who share
ourviewscanexpecttofindpeople
of similar conviction at the various campus Christian groups. WfY
invite you to come visit any of
these and share your views with
us.
Keith Kemp
Christopher Knox
·...·· .. ····. ·.·

.··

...

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

.
r--------------.
Present this coupon and receive i

1

1

Purchase a Grinder

1

I and receive your choice of I
lbeverage, up to a $2.50 Value. I
L--------------- _JI
Expires 2-28-94

315 N. Main

·.··.· .· .. ·.·.··· · ................ .

o Want To JYiake A Differenc
At Central?
·If so donate $1 when you register for Spring Quarter!
Your $1 Goes Towards ...
•Fighting Tuition Increases
•Student On Board Of Trustees
•Access To Our Registration Systems
-And More -

African American
Awareness Week.
Ice-T
::

::

I
!

McConnell Auditorium
February 22nd 7p.m.
$5.00

Gospel Choir SUB South Cafeteria
Papa Johns
February 23rd 7p.m.
FREE!

I

Village Drum SUB Pit
& Masquerade February 24th noon
FREE!

I
~~-

I

Quiz Question
of 'the week:
Which sports team at
Central has had a winning
record for the past 1o
ears?

Comedy
Night

Starring Rod Long with
Robert Thomas
CWU Nightclub
8p.m. $3.00

BACCHUS
We're more than just a bar
Come check us out, and
see what we're all .about!

Tonight at 7p.m.
.Sub 208'
Call us at 963-3213

.

~
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OWrier has plans f of. . theater
by Joanne Horne
Staff reporter
Despite the work of operating a
movie theater and commuting
from Farmington, N. Y ., to
Ellensburg, Keith Riexinger,
owner of the Grand Central Theatre, has a positive attitude toward
his job.
"I think it's going extremely
well," Riexinger said. "The town
is real receptive and the college is
real receptive."
While Riexinger currently lives
in New York, he comes to
Ellensburg about every two weeks,
every time the Grand Central Theatre receives a movie that hasn't
been shown in other theaters.
Driving across the country takes
about two days without stops, but
it is usually his transportation of
choice because flying is more expensive, he said.
He doesn't find the commute
stressful; however, the weather
complicates driving, Riexinger
said.
He has experienced wind-chilled
temperatures of 80 degrees below
zero while driving through North
Dakota, he said.
Riexinger has thought about relocating to Ellensburg, but feels it
would be difficult for his family,
he said.

He is married and has three children who are 7, Sand 3 years old.
He will not be relocating soon,
he said. Making a move across the
country will take time.
Riexinger came to watch the
Ellensburg Rodeo for the first time
in 1992. He heard about the rodeo
from relatives in Cle Elum and

Riexinger also owns three storeRoslyn.
· Riexinger liked Ellensburg and fronts, which are small businesses
picked up areal estate flier, he said. separate from the theater but on the
"The people here are nice and _ same block, he said.
Riexinger is a building contractor
receptive to a new guy," Riexinger
in New York and liked the buildsaid.
He bought the Grand Central The- ing the Grand Central Theatre is
atre about three months ago and housed in when he saw it.
It was the worst looking building
reopeneditNov.24.

in town, he said, but he liked the
architecture and thought it had the
potential to be an attractive building.
He also boards and trains horses
in New York, he said. The horses
he trains are eventually sold.
In fact, he sold a Palomino Quarter Horse to obtain the down payment for the Grand Central Theatre.
The movie busiJ!essjust happened
to bea way to pay the theater mortgage, Riexinger said.
His plans for the future are clear.
He wants to fix up the interior of
the theater and show what he thinks
are quality films, he said.
"Our (the theater's) goal is to get
a decent facelift on the inside,"
Riexinger said.
He doesn't want the theater to
show movies that have shown before in other theaters, he said.
"I don't want to follow the Liberty (Theatre)," he said. "Competition is good for a town."
He would also like to add an additional screen so he could show a
wider selection of movies, he said.
However, he doesn'tknow where
that screen would go, he said.
When Riexinger bought the theater, he was told its screen was the
biggest one in Kittitas County, he
said.
"I won't let anyone change the
big screen," Riexinger said.

Haitian poet finds peace in U. S.
by David Scott Seay
Staff reporter
The first thing Jean Ellie Gilles
noticed when he got off the plane
in Seattle was the beauty and tranquility of America.
''The moon was shining in the
sky and there was beautiful classical music playing on the radio ... "
said Gilles, 30, an exchange student from Haiti who is studying
English as a second language at
Central
"It was very relaxing," Gilles said.
America has been a welcome
change for Gilles in comparison to
the suffering his native Haiti has
endured under the United States
••trade embargo and internal political strife, he said.
Gilles has been both a teacher and
student in several parts of the world.
He has taught French and music
appreciation in Haiti, and he has
traveled and studied in France and
Switzerland.
"I have been all over France ...
from north to south ... all over the
country," Gilles said.
In fact, Gilles and his sponsor,
Nancy Nelson of Richland, Wash.,
met in Nice, France, where Gilles
was teaching vocal music at a
French school.
Nelson was playing piano for the
school choir.
"Nancy said I had to improve my
English if I was going to teach ...
she sponsored me to come here
and study," Gilles said.
Nelson serves as a friend and
mentor to Gilles while he is in the
United States.

"Nancy is like a mother to me ...
she checks on me .... It is good for
my family to know I am not alone
here," Gilles said.
Gilles' family in Haiti includes
his mother, a younger brother, his
· adopted daughter and his grandchild.
He also has an older brother who
lives in New York City.
"My big brother was on the other
side of the coup d'etat (the attempted military takeover of the
Haitian government) and was in
prison for 18 months ... ," Gilles
said.
"He fled to America but wants to
go back to Haiti ... he can't because
of the political situation," Gilles
said.
Gilles visited his brother when he
and Nelson traveled to New York
City to talk to contacts at the French
Library about Gilles' book of poetry.
Gilies' book, "Dialogues des
Soupirs," was translated by Nelson.
It was printed by a small publishing company and has English and
French versions of Gilles' work.
Gilles occasionally gives signed
copies of his book to friends.
While at Central, Gilles plans to
further his musical talent by enrolling in voice and piano classes
next quarter.
"I would also like to learn to ski,"
Gilles said.
Gilles has used part of his time in
the United States to indulge his
love of opera.
"I saw 'Cats' in New York and
'Cinderella' in Seattle," Gilles said.
Gilles notices differences between
the United States and Haiti.

Objects Americans take for
granted, such as compact discs,
books or appliances, are difficult or
impossible to get in Haiti, Gilles
said.
In Gilles' hometown of Gacmel,
it's impossible to get most things,
he said.
"While I am here, I want to buy
classical music, jazz, rock and roll,
and books," Gilles said.
Another difference between Haiti
and America is the people's involvement in politics.
Haitians are much more political,
Gilles said.

"Politics, politics, it is all politics
in Haiti," he said.
Gilles doesn't mind living in
Carmody-Munro Hall, even though
he has his own home in Haiti.
"I spent two years in the seminary
to be a Episcopal priest," Gilles
said. "I am used to living with
other people."
"My roommate is very nice ... ,"
he said. "He makes sure I am okay
and things are going well."
"He made sure I had things like
blankets that I didn't bring from
Haiti," he said.
''The food is good, too," Gilles

said.
"Many people told me food in
America would not be good, but I
pick my own plate every day at
Holmes Dining Hall and it is fine,"
he said.
Gilles is enjoying his stay in
America and he doesn't find the
culture shockingly difficult, he said.
"Wherever you go, people are the
same-if there is deception there is
deception," he said. "It isn't just
America. It is everywhere."
, "People are usually good and kind
... wherever you find them," Gilles
said.

Jean Ellie Gilles, a Haitian exchange student, lounges in his room listening to music.
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Long distance relationships
need trust, honesty, comfort
by David Scott Seay
Staff reporter

A lone studen :waits by the silent telephone. The student waits
and waits, but the telephone never
rings.
This student is involved in a long
distance relationship, a relationship that could involve steamy
love letters and frequent phone
calls, but also worry, stress and
mistrust
"It (long distance relationships)
is a common discussion topic in
class," said Owen Dugmore, associate professor of psychology and
instructor of Psychology 235, an

interpersonal and relationship development class.
"One person in a relationship
tends to love more," Dugmore said.
"What that means is there is going to be a person who feels les~
awful than the other about bein~
separated," he said.
Long distance relationships cari
hinge on trust and honesty.
"In order to make a long distance
relationship work, it's important
for partners to know and trust each
other," Dugmore said.
"There is no subsitute for being
honest, feeling comfortable with
one's self. and not being possessive," he said.

Exhibit shows Hannibal Lechter likeness
.1R

E

V

I
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by Al Harrison
Staff reporter
The concept of photographic art
conjures images of black and white
landscapes and distorted views of
cluttered rooms as seen through a
fish-eyed lens.
These images are not found, however, at the National Invitational
Contemporary Photography exhibit
at the Sarah Spurgeon Art Gallery
in Randall Hall.
Though I am a great admirer of
the older, dramatic styles of such
art photographers as Ansel Adams,
I am impressed with the fresher
approach displayed by the works
of the 10 featured contemporary
artists.
Most intriguing to me are the
seven color photos from Seattle
artist Janine Cook, four of which
are from her "Calendar Series."

One of the series photos shows a
man with short, darkish-red hair.
He has a crazy Hannibal Lechter
face slightly pointed down with
evil, psychotic eyes staring upward. The man is naked except for
underwear and is tightly wrapped
in the cord of the electric knife he
flaunts.
This man is "Mr. March." The
three other shots from the series
are of the same scheme; men, almost naked with an appliance of
some kind.
The funny part is each appliance
brings out the subject's personality.
"Mr. February" clutches a Cook
_ 'O Matic mixer while wearing a
matching metal bowl on his head.
Cook uses unnaturally bright and
vibrant colors to highlight areas
of each photo while completely
leaving out background details. A
good example of this is
"Wrenched," which must be seen
in person to be appreciated.

Other pieces in the exhibit include a series of 36 photos of
Campbell's soup cans next to another series of 36 photos of bowls
of-Campbell's soup. These series
were done by Japanese artist
Masaru Nakamoto.
Nakamoto has been influenced
by "cheap science fiction movies,"
he said at a public lecture and slide
show last week in Randall Hall.
He cited the importance of "cheap
staging of subjects."
"Often pictures can be funny if
they are obviously cheap,"
Nakamoto said, referring to a photo
of a fish stuck in the sand, shot up
close to make the fish look as if it
were as large as the skyscrapers in
the background.
Other artists featured in the exhibit are Suzanne Saylor, Michael
Cleary, Greg McGregor, Heather
Cox, Stu Levy, Terri Warpinski,
Dan Powell and Thom Tu Due.
The exhibit leaves the Sarah
Spurgeon Art Gallery March 4.
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Check out these activities: play, film & lectures
WHAT'S HAPPENING

EILM.
• '~Ran," a film directed by .Akira
Kurosawa, will play at 7 p.m. Feb.
20 in McConnell Auditorium as
part of the Classic Film Series.
"Ran" combines action and cross
culturalism. The film is 160 minutes long and is unrated.

£.LAX.
• "TheGrapesofWrath," directed

by Wesley Van Tassel, will be at 8 mission is $6; $4 for students and
p.m. Feb. 17, 18, 19, 24, 25 and 26 seniors. Thursday performances
at McConnell Auditorium.
are half price.
- The .play exhibits &be vplifting
A matinee for school groups will
story of the Joad family, which is be at 10 a.m. Feb. 23. It is recomreduced to poverty during the de- mended for grades seven and up.
press ion.
A discussion will follow.
The family travels from Oklahoma to the "promised land" of - PROGRAMS
California in search of work and a • "Beyond Tolerance: An Internew home.
cultural Approach to International
Tickets can be purchased at the and Domestic Diversity," a proTower Theater Box Office. Ad- grampresentedbyMiltonandJanet

Bennett, will be from 8:30 to 10
a.m. Feb. 18 in Black Hall Room
101.
Both presenters direct the Intercultural Communication Institute
in Portland, Ore., and have devoted their careers to developing
theory and training methods in intercul tural communication.
Both presenters also have doctorate degrees in intercultural communication from the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

frrw!!!!!!!!i!!!!i~~~~

Cvmputer ·central

Admission is free.
• "China in the '90s," a program
discU&sing modern..,China, will be
at 3 p.m. Feb. 22 fu the Grupe
Center.

EMPLOYMENT
• An Easter Seals representative
will be in the Samuelson Union
Building Pit Feb. 17 to meet with
students interested in working at
the Easter Seals summer camp.

THE KEY TO SURVIVAL
WHEN YOU ARE
DRINKING AND DRIVIN

608 N. Main

* PICK-UP ORDERS READY WITHIN

Sales

IS IN THE HANDS
OFAFRIEND.

15 MINUTES!!!

*'

Service

*
Supplies
KiJtilas Valley's center for all your computer needs!

networks - software - printers
412 N Main

962-2490

* COME IN AND ENJOY OUR NEW
INSIDE SEATING AREA.

----------r--------Bacon Burger
Regular
1

·Fries

We have great deals on all these
software titles and more.
PFS: Window Works
PFS: First Choice
Quicken
Turbo Tax
Iron Helix
Cliff's Study Ware:
"Cliff notes for your computer''

Medium Soft
Drink

$4.50

Please mention coupon when ordering
Limit one special per coupon
Not good with any other offer
No Substitutions
'Expires 313194 .

I Deluxe Burger
I
Fries
I
Shake .
I
I
I
I Please mention coupon when ordering
I Limit one special per coupon
Not good with any other offer
I No Substitutions
Expires 2128194

$4.25

Classic Film Series

PRICES
$16.50 per month ·
$33.00 Feo /Mar special
$49 .50 for 3 months
(ID included)
Monday - Thursday
5:30 AM to 9 PM
en
Saturday

~

9AMto4PM.

Sunday
1PMto5PM
~+~OUTDOOR STORE{I)

FORTMAC
f,;m 962-3587

111 W. Tacoma •

~

~

Pepper Ciu Penmal Dcfemc oo Key Chain $7.95

NBWI German style

==~blc
ONLY $24.95

o..,,.
·.·.~.. ·..
·
..

Great book bag!

·

'
.

~~ Spanish Bota

Take me
home!

~

Bag$6.95

20% OFF Ny.Jn Ski Oat.om, Blue or Brown

GET
p rf1tJ"le'7/&
World-Class Coffees
With a Northwest

~·. Accent.

AMSI486-40
Computer systeni.
4Mb RAM (32Mb Max), 1.44Mb 3.5 floppy drive, 213 Mb hard
drive,
1_01 Keyboard, SVGA graphics card (1Mb},
14" SVGA Color monitor (.28dp), MS-DOS 6.2

$1295.

00 *

Other options available
*Includes set up

i

r

"Mocha ~onday" - La~e mocha
at medium price.

RAN is a work of such consummate grandeur that it
dwarfs almost all other films of the last decade.
The crowning masterpiece of Akira Kurosawa's 50
year career, it combines the sweeping action of
THE SEVEN SAMURAI and the cross culturalism of
THRONE OF BLOOD with the distilled philosophical
depth of the director's late period.
Sponsored by ASCWU Student Activities and the English Department

February 20th
7pm
$2.50
McConnell

"Two-Shot Tuesday" - second
Panache espresso shot free.

"Why Not Wednesday" - $1.65
for a 16oz. flavored coffee drink.

"Therapy Thursday" - Free
muffin or scone with 16oz. espresso

-

"Free Flavor Friday" - Free
flavor in your Panache espresso.

llNfGIR
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SPORTS
Wre-.stlers defeat Simon ·Fraser
by Paul L. Williams
Sports editor
The Central wrestling squad won
three of its first four matches and
did something it hasn't done in
,iine years Friday: beat Simon
Fraser University in a dual meet.
"It was a big win for us," said
head coach Greg Olson. "It's been
about nine years since we beat
Simon Fraser and now we've got a
chance to have our first winning
season since 1990."
The Wildcats' 19-17 win over the
defending NAIA champions
brought their dual-meet record to
4-5 for the season. ·
Gaining victories for Central were
Chad Requa at 126 pounds, Jason
Stevenson at 142 pounds, Adam
Scanlon at 158 pounds and Jaifne
Peterson at 177 pounds. Jason Baril
won by forfeit at 118 pounds.
Olson pointed to Peterson's win
as the key to winning the meet.
"Jamie Peterson had tO win that
match at 177 for us to win the meet
and he did that," Olson said.
Baril got the ball rolling for Central with the forfeit. Requa then
defeated Anders Bloomgren of
Simon Fraser 16-8 to give Central
a 10-0 lead.
Joe Knox had a tougher time with
his opponent, Mike Livingstone.
With 36 seconds remaini,ng in the
second round, Livingstone took a
6-5 lead and held on, winning 1411. Knox aggravated a previous
ankle injury in the match.
"It's (the ankle injury) been a

Joe Knox stares down his opponent, looking for an opening.
continuing problem for him all
year," Olson said.
Stevenson got the Wildcats back
on track with a 5-1 win over Steve
Rose, who took a 33-15 season
record into the match.
With the victory, Stevenson upped
his record to 30-13, bec9ming the
eighth Central wrestler to win 30or
more matches in one season. ·
"I wanted to wrestle smart, be
conservative," Stevenson said "I
didn't feel like I pushed as hard as
I could have, but I feltlike I wrestled

a pretty smart match."
Brett Lucas didn't fare so well,
losing to Scott Austin 16-6. The
decision made the score 13-7 in
Central's favor.
Scanlon then defeated Travis
Himmelright 8-2. After Ryan
Elsemore lost his match to Simon
Kissinger, Peterson defeated Sam
Barudin8-2.ItwasPeterson's fifth
win of the year and the last match
the Wildcats won that night. Jason
Vose and Paul Martinez both lost
decisions by scores of 5-3 and 7-2,

respectively.
"Our first goal this week was to
beat Simon Fraser and we did that."
Olson said. "Our second goal is to
have a winning season and to do that
we have to beat both Pacific Lutheran
UniversityandSimonFraseragain."
Central defeated Pacific Lutheran
28-14 Jan. 26. The Wildcats will
wrestle Pacific Lutheran again Friday and travel to Simon Fraser Saturday. Then it's off to Tacoma for
districts Feb. 25. Nationals are
March 11-12 in Butte, Mont.

"I'm hoping to get wins in both
weekend meets and be seeded high'
going into districts," Stevenson
said.
The Wildcats may be without
Erik McDowell for the rest of the
season. He has been out for more
than a month with a knee injury.
"There's a real good chance he'll ,
be done for the season," Olson
said. "That scares us because I
think with him we would have a
shot to be in the top three at nation-

als."

Stevenson looks back on wrestling career
by Paul L. Williams

8 years old.

Sports editor
With a school-recofd lIO wms
during his career, an argument
could be made for I ason Stevenson
being the best Central wrestler ever
to step on the mat
The senior from Ellensburg,
double majoring in social science
education and geography, has been
wrestling since he was 6 years old;
wrestling competively since he was

''My mother wanted us to stay
busy, so she took my brother Sandy
and I down to the high school where
the Ellensburg Wrestling Club practiced," Stevenson said.
The program where Stevenson
started was sponsored by Ellensburg
High School.
"It was just to give kids a taste of
wrestling," Stevenson said.
At 8 years old Stevenson started

wrestling through the Ellensburg
Wrestling Club and continued into
high school. In his career at
Ellensburg High School, he fmished second in the state twice in
the 141-pound weight class. His
older brother Sandy also wrestled
atE.H.S.
"We were two years apart and we
wrestled in different weight
classes," Stevenson said.
Stevenson also spent some time

Ken Pinnell/The Observer

Few opponents have been able to get the upper hand on Jason Stevenson In his career.

on the football field in high school. immediate match, Stevenson said.
From there he came to Central.
"During the season you need to
"It was my only choice; the only realize you 're not going to be 'on'
other college that had a wrestling every match, and when you 're goprogram at the time was Pacific ing bad you've got to shake it off
Lutheran University," Stevenson and get the next one," Stevenson
said. "'To tell you the truth I didn't said.
think about college too much until
Stevenson uses an aggressive, atthe summer after I graduated"
tacking style when on the mat.
Stevenson redshirted his first year
"My style of wrestling, the way I
at Central and after the first few wrestle best, is when I'm aggresmeets the next season as a redshirt siveand physical," Stevenson said
freshman he made varsity in the
Inhiscareer,Stevensonhasfaced
142-pound weight class. That sea- many tough opponents, including
son he advanced to nationals, but an NCAA All-American who
did not place.
wrestled for Boise State.
He endured his toughest season as
"When I look back I don't think
a sophomore, the only year he did about the wrestling so much as the
not qualify for nationals.
· guys on the team," Stevenson said.
"I did a lot of thinking after that "You make a lot of friends and
season about what my goals were take a lot of long road trips."
and how important wrestling was to
The 110 wins is "more of a conme," Stevenson said.
sistency-type record and being
During his junior season, healthy forfouryears,"Stevenson
Stevenson moved up to the 150- said.
pound weight class and placed sev"What keeps you going is a group
enth at nationals. This year, after of guys who don't wrestle varsity
starting at 150 pounds, he decided to but they show up and you get a
move back to the 142-pound weight chance to wrestle different guys,"
class.
Stevenson said.
"I have the best shot of accomWhen his wrestling career is over
plishing my goals at the 142-pound after nationals, Stevenson hopes
weight class," Stevenson said.
to get into coaching. He will graduHe has been able to keep up his ate this summer and starts his stuoutstanding performances by look- dent teaching spring quarter in Feding at the big picture instead of the eral Way.
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Men defeat Seattle, shock Seattle Pacific
by Chuck E.

case

Frazier endedan 11-2run to give
Seattleaseven-pointleadwith5:45
- - - - - - - - - -..-... ,-n ...
- .... left in the half. Seattle~-s-lead grew
Central' s men's basketball team to eight before Central came back
beat league rival Seattle Univer- in the final three minutes to close
sity in a battle for fourth place in the deficit to 39-38 at halftime.
the region with an 81-75 win SatSeattle started the second half by
urday night at Nicholson Pavilion. scoring ~our points to take a 43-38
The top four teams in the region lead
host their first games 'in the reWith 13:50 remaining, junior
gional tournament March 2, 5 and forward Vince Haggard, a com9. The Wildcats were 4-5 in re- putersciencemajor,convertedtwo
gional play as of Sunday.
freethrowstogiveCentrala50-48
Then on Monday, Central pulled lead. Central never relinquished
off another huge upSet over a na- the lead the rest of the night. Thotionally ranked team. The Wild- mas' third jam with 8:36 left made
cats stunned Seattle Pacific Uni- it 67-58,Central'sthirdnine-point
versity 66-59, ending the 22-game lead in two minutes.
home-court winning streak of the
Seattle came back in the next six
10th-ranked
in the NCAA minutes. With 2:22 left, senior cenDivision II.
terWade Venters,alawandjustice
Guard Ryan Pepper, a junior law major, hurt his hip committing a
and justice major, led the way Sat- . blocking foul. Mychal Brown hit
urday with 27 points, including a one of two free throws to make the
12-for-14effortfrom the free throw score 72-70.
Brown hit a three-pointer with
line. He also grabbed six rebounds.
He had 16 points Monday against 31 seconds left to close the margin
to 76-75. Then Central hit five of
the Falcons.
Central took advantage of four eight free throws to clench the
personal fouls by Seattle Saturday game.
In addition to Ryan Pepper's 27
in the first four minutes to take a
13-6 lead. Ryan Pepper scored points.Thomas had 13 points and, ·
seven points in the stretch. Junior along with Venters, led the Wildforward Willie Thomas, a public cats in rebounds with eight.
relations major, also contributed to Rockwood contributed 11 points
the run with an alley-oop jam from and a game-high seven assists.
Despite the fact Venters hurt his
junior guard David Rockwood, also
hip, assistant coach Jeff Albrecht
a public relations major.
In the next four minutes Seattle said it won't hinder his play.
"It's just a little nick," Albrecht
went on a run of its own. Eton
Pope's jumper ended. a 13-1 run _said. "Wade's a tough guy and he
that gave the Chief-ta.ins a five- can handle it."
This was a key league win and a
point lead
Two and a half minutes later, good sign for the rest of the season,
Thomas jammed again to give Cen- the team and its coaches said.
tral a 23-21 lead, its last of the frrst
"We lost to Western, but we've
half. A layup by Seattle's Donyelle won four out of our last five," head
Staff reporter"

team

1

coach Gil Coleman said. "I've been
encouraged by our play down the
stretch."
Albrecht said, "A win like this will
help us turn things around. This was a
big win for us after losing so many
close games." .
Thomas said the win was important
for statistical reasons.
''This win gives us a chance for
third place and home-court advantage for the postseason," he said.
Thomas also issued a warning to
other teams Central will play the rest
of the season.
"I'd like to tell other teams to watch
out," Thomas said. "We're for real
this time."
The Wildcats backed this up by
shocking Seattle Pacific. Four players, led by the 16 points of Ryan
Pepper, scored in double figures. Thomas added 15, Bryan Silver had 12
and Rockwood had 11. Rockwood
also had seven assists and five steals
in the contest
Central is now 10-15 overall for the
season. Tonight the Wildcats play in
Tacoma against the University of
Puget Sound. The Loggers have won
both meetings between the two teams
this season.
WILDCAT NOTES: Central will
be without junior guard Chico King, a
business education major, for the remainder of the season. He left the
team Sunday for unspecified reasons.
King is the fourth player to leave the
team since the beginning of the season.
Rockwood' s effort Monday was on
·a broken foot. His status is day-today, Coleman said.
Ryan Pepper still leads the team in
scoring, averaging 20.3 points per
game. Thomas is second with 12.8
points a contest.

HEALTH.AND FITNESS FAIR
FEBRUARY 23RD
10:00-2:00
·IN THE SAMUELSON UNION BUILDING

DOES YOUR

V.C.R.

?

NEED CLEANING
OR A TUNE-UP •

r--~--------------,

i: $5.
OFF
i
With this coupon
:
00

SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS AT NOON:

PHASE II
&
HAN'S GYM
ALSO BOOTHS BY:
THE CWU HEALTH CENTER, D.A.P.P.E.R., RED
CROSS, PLANNED PARENTHOOD, THE GYM AND
. MANY, MANY MORE!

: on any VCR service.
I

(We service all major brand VCR's)

:
I

L---~~~~M~2~~~-----~
Service Dept. open Mon.-Fri. 8:30 to 5:30
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Loggers defeat Central swimmers ~=~~i"s~.:~~~!Sign
925-1272.

2:03.46, followed by Dave Kahler,
who finished fourth with 2: 10.26.
Chris Bolla took fifth, finishing in
2:10.76.
Central swimmers finished in a
tightpackin the 100-yardfreestyle.
Olszewski finished in second
place with an impressive 0:49.62.
Peifer and Com offered quite a
challenge, but finished third and
fourth with times of 0:49 .87 and
0:49.88, respectively.
Theonlyothermen'svictory came
from the 400-yard freestyle relay
team consisting of Cramer, Peifer,
Doughty and Olszewski. Their time
was 3:14.48.
On the women's side, Central's
Carianne Davis posted two victories: the 200-yard freestyle and the
200-yard breaststroke. Melissa
Newman won two diving events.
Central' s women' s400-yard medley relay team of Davis, Marina
Cardenas, Annette Harris and Julie
Morris took second place out of
four teams, posting its best time of
the year, 4:09.23.
The Central swimmers will be
competing in the Pacific NorthwestSmall-College Swimming and
Diving Championships beginning
at 9:30 a.m. Feb. 17 and ending
Feb. 19 at Central's Swimming
Complex. This is the district meet.
WILDCAT NOTES: Nichols is
the 14th Central men's swimmer to
quallfy for nationals.
On the women's side, the Wildcats have qualified for nationals in
all but three events: the 100-yard
freestyle, the 800-meter freestyle
and the 1,000-meter freestyle.

by Deborah lrmer
Staff reporter
Centrnl's swim.team hQsted the
University of Puget Sound Friday
in the last meet before districts.
Although the Loggers won both
the women's and men's meets, the
Wildcats racked up some of their
best times of the season.
"It was an OK meet," said head
coach Lori Clark." It could've been
a lot better, but it was our best dual
meet against Puget Sound. Overall, we showed improvement and
you've got to like that."
In diving action, Rob Nichols took
first in both the one-meter and
three-meter springboard events and
qualified for nationals.
Meanwhile, in the 400-yard medley relay, it came down to a photo
finish between Central' s men's
teams to decide second and third
places.
Kevin Daniels, Kris Kluthe, Gary
Ames andJeffRitchie took second
with 3:41.40. Brian Knittle, Kevin
Gibson, Rob Com and Michael
Doughty took third with 3:41.41.
In the 200-yard freestyle, Jon
Stemp took second with 1:48.75,
followed by Jon Walker with
1:49.24. Rabi Peifer hung on for
fourth with 1:50.50.
Rod Cramer placed second in the
50-yard freestyle with an impressive 0:22.26. Doughty was not far
behind in third place with 0:22.54,
and team captain Ben Olszewski
finished fourth with 0:22.55.
Central's Gary Ames took second
in the 200-yarq butterfly with

STUDY ABROAD! England, Italy,
France, Germany are available for

. EARN CASH stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to PO Box 395,
Olathe, KS 66051.
STUDY JAPANESE language and
culture in Tokyo, Japan. CWU and Asia
University offer a new short-term
program for students with rurt language
level. Program available Fall and
Spring quarters. Apply for Spring now!
Office of International Programs, 9633612.
STUDY IN ATHENS, GREECE. A
quarterly program, open Fall and Spring
Quarters, otters Greek language for
beginners. Other courses could include
history, political science, Greek
literature and art history. Application for
Spring available now! 963-3612.
ADOPTION: EXPERIENCED, stable,
college educated parents, successfully
raising happy creative kids, hope for
newborn or toddler to join our loving
family. Home study and references
available. Call us collect or leave
message: 206-463-2996.
WORDS ARE US. Word processing.
No job too small. Contact Diane at 2484118 after 4:30.
STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Mexicano
Internacional offer language and culture
classes. The cost is approximately
$2,300 per quarter for tuition, housing,
meals and excursions. Applications
available now at the Office of International Programs at 963-3612.

Rob Nichols prepares to dive In Friday's swim meet, where
he quallfled for nationals.

Correction: The photo credit was inadvertently left off the
photo on pages 8 and 9 in the Feb. 10 Observer. The photo was taken
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by David Scott Seay.

DR. MYRON LINDER
o·R. SANDY LINDER

952:.2510

Linder Chiropractic Center
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n Mon- Sat 9 to 8, Sun 1 to 4, 200 E 4th 962-2375

HAVE YOU EVER WORKED
OUT BEFORE?
HAVE YOU EVER WORKED OUT WITH
FREE WEIGHTS?
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED
STEP AEROBICS?
Come in and let the professionals at

Headlights

HANS' .GYM

from

help you with your personal
fitness needs!!

$1.99

~We

to

$9.99

Expires 2/28/94

With each $1 O purchase,
be entered in a prize drawing.

Kittitas Valley Auto Supply Inc.
~
100 N. Main St.
c~
962-9876

E
Mon - Sat 8 am - 8 pm

ceore

TJ{JS S!J{OP IS !lfJJJ..'W{PEtJJ 6y t!U ghosts ofa[[
great Citerature, in hosts;
Lovers of book§ are we(come !Ure, 9{p derki wi££
6a66k. your ear.
'Browse as Cong as you {i/(f,, you'{[fiml t!U proprietor
w/Ure t!U coffee aroma is tliicJ:_e,st.
We pay casli for 6001($. 'We liave wfiat you want,
thougfi you may not {(now you want it.
!Mafnutri.tWn of t!U reading faculty is a serious
tliing. Let us pre,scri6e for you.

1011 N. Alder ... next to campus

la~ WE'VE GOT IT!
Gas Line
.............
AntiHeadlamp
.
.
A

&

•

offer:
•Centerline Gym Equip. & Olympic Free Weignts
•Separate Aerobic Room •Step Reebok Aerobics
•Tanning
•Saunas
•Dressing Rooms
•Parking Available
•Providing Better Health and Fitness in a Friendly
Atmosphere Since 1976. •Member of NACA

1'1

.

Sunday 9 am - 5 pm

HOURS: Mon - Thurs 5:30 am to 10 pm
Friday 5:30 am to 9 pm
Saturday 10 am to 5 pm 202 N_
Sunday 1 pm to 5 pm
'

9

6i.-9?:.

FIRST VISIT FREE!

l'Jtv]J

SECRETARY -ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT for Northwest's leading
paragliding school. Word processing,
phones, book keeping. Strong
computer aptitude. Upbeat nonsmoking environment. Flexible hours.
Free paragliding lessons if desired.
Send resume and salary requirements
to: P.O. Box 4, Ellensburg, WA 98926.
FUN SUMMER JOBS!
Flying Horseshoe guest ranch for
children, near Cle Elum, is hiring boy's
and girl's counselors. Enjoy 'horseback
riding, swimming (need twv lifeguards),
hiking, etc. while gaining valuable
experience. Salary plus room and
board. The ranch also needs cooks.
Responsible for keeping hungry
campers and staff well fed. Must be a
good cook, efficient kitchen worker,
and enjoy people. Call Penny: 1-509674-2366.
PASS THE CPA EXAM with the Tutorial
Group Flashcard Review System.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call for
information kit. 1 (800) 435-3769.
GREEKS & CLUBS EARN $50 - $250
for yourself plus up to $500 for your
club! This fundraiser costs nothing and
lasts one week. Call now and receive a
free gift. 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
THE CITY of Ellensburg is seeking
seasonal student laborers to work
spring, summer and fall quarters in the
Public Works Dept. Salary: $8.18/hr.
Students may work one or two
consecutive quarters. Requires current
student status and valid driver's license.
Current first aid card and commercial
driver's license preferable. Applications
provided by Public Works Dept. (509)
962-7230, 420 N. Pearl St., Ellensburg,
WA 98926. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Please apply by
March 18, 1994. The City of Ellensburg
is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
COUNTRY LINE and couple dance
classes, 7:00 p.m. Tuesdays and
Wednesdays starting Feb. 22. For more
info: Call Carol 962-2212.

OBSERVER
Classifieds
WORK!
Call 963-1026
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Women lose to Puget Sound

SOPHOMORES
FOR1\1ULATE YOUR ·F UTURE

by Ernest M. Baldwin
Staff reporter

If you 're a Math, Physics or Computer
Science Major - take note. Your degree
+ Air Force ROTC + Technical
Scholarship = A commission as an Air
Force Officer. It's your formula for
success!

The Central women's basketball
team struggled through another loss
Saturday at the hands of the University of Puget Sound 84-60.
The Wildcats are now 4-16 overall and 0-7 in league play for the
season.

Take a close look at Air Force ROTC
now. Don't let technology pass you tiy.
Be ~ part of it.

The Wildcats started the first half
slowandwerebehind44-25athalftime. Despite an improvement in
the second half, the margin was too
wide to make up.
"We got off to a slow start and
wereneverabletorecoverin time,"
saidheadcoachNancyKatzer. The
'Cats shot only 34 percent from the
floor in the contest.
''Their (Puget Sound's) defense

Jiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil

We DO It All At:

CONTACT: Capt Randall Butler at
AFRQTC, CWU Peterson Hall, Rm 203
or call (509) 963-2314.
·
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• Designer haircuts • Ear Piercing
• Facials
• Perms
• Makeup &
• Foils
Application
• Body & Facial
• Ultimate Treatment ·
Waxing
(Deep conditioning)
• Acrylic & Gel Nails
• Tanning

Milk, Dark, At ... onds

Monday is Student Day
~
$2 off all haircuts

was quick and strong tonight, but
our cold_shooting did not help us
either for the first half," Katzer
said.
The Wildcats were outscored in
the second half 35-30.
Central was 0:-8 from the threepoint line. But, the Wildcats outrebounded the Loggers 54-38.
"With the rebounding total the
way it was, you would think the
game would be a lot closer; but that
wasn'tthecase,weweremissing
the close shots, too," Katzer said.
The Wildcats wereledinscoring
and rebounding by senior Karla .
Hawes, an education major, who
had 16 points and 13 rebounds in
the game.
PugetSoundhadabalancedscoring attack led by Kelly Kaiser and
Molly Avery, who both finished
with 15 points. The Loggers had
five players in double figures.
The Central women's next game
was in Lacey against the UniversityofSt.Martin'sFeb.15.Results
were not available at press time.
Central now travels to Lewiston,
Idaho, to take on Lewis & Clark
State College Friday.Thelasthome
game of the season will be against
arch-rival Western Washington
University Feb. 22. The last game
of the season, unless the Wildcats
make the playoffs, is Feb. 25 against
Seattle University, which handed
Central its first league loss of the
season Jan. 8.

Open Till 7:00 p.m.

In The Plaza

Indiana
New York 4:30 22nd
Atlanta · 4:30 23rd

Come in and
watch the
Olympics on
our 10 foot
big screens .

DJ Booth &
Ladies N.ight
$1. 00 pounders of
.!Rainier
$2.® well drinks
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$3.!!!!. off any Large Pizza,
or $2~ 00 off any Medium
Pizza. Pick-up or Dine in
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only

In'The Plaza
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$3.oo_cover

Cof1 gratulations to
Sharon & Donna on their
re-01pening of Frazzini's
Pizza Place. Frazz's wHI
honor the coupon on the
back of Central Basket
Ball .tickets. Good for $4.~
off any 2 lunches
or 2 dinners.

925-GAME

"It's not whether you win or lose, it's where you wakh the game."
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Coupon expires Mar. 22, 1994
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B.uy any Whole Sandwich and

·get a FREE trip through our

pizza
place

In 11te Plaza
1

excellent salad bar. Good ,
11 to 2 only
.
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Coupon expires Mar. 22, 1994 .J

In~------------------the Plaza
925-9855

